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By Douglas Kindschi,
Director, Kaufman Interfaith Institute,
GVSU

Is there hope in a world that
seems to be becomingmore
divided than ever?
Whether it is the political

divisiveness in our own country
or the seemingly
impossible divi-
sions over the
Israel-Palestine
issue, we are
finding polariza-
tion rather than
hope.

In times of
uncertainty or
frustration, tribalism reasserts
itself as a way to withdraw into
the supposed comfort of those
“just like me.” Religion is not
immune from this and, in some
ways, it fosters this retreat into
tribes, even though nearly all
religions teach our common

humanity and the charge to treat
the other as one would wish to be
treated. We are reminded of the
admonition from the theologian
Hans Kung: “There can be no
peace among the nations without
peace among the religions.”

Religious faith and tradi-
tion are important parts of our
identity, but identity comes with
boundaries. There is a “we” and a
“them,” and identity can exclude
and even lead to dehumanizing
the “other.”

Professor Avishai Margalit,
formerly fromHebrew
University, challenged us: “Can
Judaism, Christianity and Islam
be pluralistic? The question is
not whether they can tolerate
one another, but whether they
can accept the idea that the other
religions have intrinsic value. …
They will not only refrain from
persecuting the others but will
also encourage the flourishing of

their way of life.”
I am reminded of my visit

to Israel and theWest Bank a
couple of years ago, when we
visited the tomb of the patriarchs
in Hebron.

The tomb of Abraham, con-
sidered the common ancestor of
Jewish, Muslim and Christian
faiths, should be a place where
we can come together to cel-
ebrate our common heritage.
But it is divided; depending on
your religion and nationality, you
must approach it from two differ-
ent entrances.

One entrance is a part of a
mosque, and the tomb can be
viewed through a window, but
Jews cannot enter here, only
Muslims and Christians. The
other entrance is for Jews, but
Muslims are not allowed to enter,
and neither are Christians if they
are not of the right nationality.
Here, Abraham’s tomb is viewed

through a window on the other
side of the memorial.

How sad that the tomb of this
person that our various religions
have in common cannot even be
viewed in common.

This issue in both its religious
and political dimensions will be
the theme of next week’s dia-
logue, “CanWe Find Common
Ground Between Israel and
Palestine?” from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Sept. 8 at GVSU’s Loosemore
Auditorium.

The Hauenstein Center of
Grand Valley State University,
with the Kaufman Interfaith
Institute, will come together with
a number of religious and com-
munity co-sponsors to explore
this vital issue.

Our speakers include Donniel
Hartman, an Orthodox rabbi
and president of the Shalom
Hartman Institute in Jerusalem;
and, Abdullah Antepli, the first

imam at Duke University and
now their Chief Representative
for Muslim Affairs.

Because of limited seating
and the importance of the issue,
registration will be necessary for
entrance.

Visit interfaithunderstanding.
org for further information and
registration.
—Contact interfaith@gvsu.edu

By Min Kyi Thein and Grant Peck
The Associated Press

I
t was a time of conquest and con-
versions. Above all, it was a time of
construction, on a scale never seen
before. Over 250 years, from the 11th
century onward, the rulers of Bagan
built more than 10,000magnificent

religious monuments.
The stupas, temples andmonasteries

became the defining emblems of Bagan,
the capital of the Pagan empire that ruled
Myanmar from 1044 to 1287.

OnWednesday, scores of the monu-
ments— of which only about 2,200
remain—were damaged in a powerful
6.8-magnitude earthquake. Yet much
of what fell was modernmaterial, sanc-
tioned byMyanmar’s former army rulers
who had put top priority on restoring the
temples with little regard for the original
architectural styles.

King Anawratha, who unified the coun-
try formerly known as Burma, and his
successors built the temples in a frenzy,
believing they would gain spiritual merit.
Still, piety didn’t stop them frommaking
war or killing to gain power.

One king, Narathu, slew his father,
elder brother and one of his wives. He
also killed the architect of the magnifi-
cent Dhammayangi temple so he couldn’t
repeat the feat, and chopped off the hands
of sloppy workmen.

As more andmoremonuments rose
in the dusty plains of central Myanmar,
Bagan became the political, economic and
cultural center of the empire, promot-
ing religious as well as secular studies,
including philosophy, astrology, medicine,
law and Pali, the language of Buddhist
scriptures. The city became an education-
al destination for monks from as far away
as India, Sri Lanka and Cambodia.

But Bagan declined as rapidly as it rose.
It was abandoned around 1287 for

reasons not entirely clear, and the city—
once home to up to 200,000 people—was
reduced to the status of a small town.
Some historical accounts cite Mongol
invasions but others dispute that, say-
ing theMongol armies might not have
reached the city.

But the dead city left a legacy from
which future generations are benefiting.

TOURISTATTRACTION
Bagan covers more than 32 square

miles of a flat plain. It is the country’s
biggest tourist attraction, and along with
Cambodia’s AngkorWat and Indonesia’s
Borobudur temple, the temples of Bagan
are considered one of Southeast Asia’s
major historical landmarks.

Yet unlike those Southeast Asian
archaeological cousins, Bagan is not listed
as aWorld Heritage Site by UNESCO
because of a tangledmodern tale of
neglect followed by a fervid, if misguided,
effort at renovation in the 1990s, partly to
restore damage from a 1975 earthquake.

As the ground shookWednesday, the
tremors dislodged spires, loosened bricks
and cracked themortar, revealing modern
material that was the result of haphazard
restoration by the formermilitary regime.

These efforts drewwidespread interna-
tional condemnation and forced UNESCO
to deny Bagan theWorld Heritage Site
stamp, even though it acknowledged

“these monuments represent the out-
standing artistic and technical achieve-
ment of an original and innovative
Buddhist school of art.”

Much of the blame lies with the junta
that took power in 1988, after crushing
a pro-democracy movement. By 1995,
restoration was in full swing to complete
the work before the Visit Myanmar Year
in 1996, which the generals of this once-
pariah nation hoped would bring in much-
needed tourist income.

The plan was a limited success, because
of still underdeveloped infrastructure and
a boycott call by human rights groups
against the military regime, which had
placed pro-democracy leader Aung San
Suu Kyi under house arrest.

The country emerged frommilitary

rule this year after Suu Kyi’s party won to
become the country’s de facto leader.

Pierre Pichard, a UNESCO consultant
who had long been associated with Bagan,
said impressing visiting generals rather
than cultural priorities dictated restora-
tion, while military-ordered excavation
has been done “hastily, without proper
preparation and without the requested
scientific methodology and records.”

UNESCOwas evenmore disturbed
when a 198-foot-high viewing tower
opened in 2005, saying it’s out of scale
and detracts visually from the historical
monuments.

State tourism authorities responded
that the tower would prevent tourists
from climbing on and damaging fragile
pagodas and stupas.
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The sun sets behind old temples in Bagan, Myanmar. A powerful earthquake shook central Myanmar last week, damaging scores of
ancient Buddhist pagodas in the former capital of Bagan, a major tourist attraction, officials said. (AP files)

A damaged temple is shown Wednesday
in Bagan, Myanmar. (Submitted by David Greco
via AP)
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Military personnel clear debris Thursday at a temple that was damaged by a strong earth-
quake in Bagan, Myanmar, on Wednesday. Using brooms and their hands, soldiers and
residents of the ancient Myanmar city famous for its historic Buddhist pagodas, began
cleaning up the debris. (AP Photo/Min Kyi Thein)
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What: A conversation between
Orthodox Rabbi Donniel Hartman
and Duke University Imam Abdullah
Antepli
When: 7 to 8:30 p.m. Sept. 8
Where: Loosemore Auditorium,
Grand Valley State University, 1
Campus Drive, Allendale, MI 49401


